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A B S T R A C T

While recent advances in culture-independent sequencing approaches have revitalized the ﬁeld of microbiolo
rapid collection and preservation of microbial DNA in samples like feces is critical to avoid degradation of targ
DNA via nuclease activity and proliferation of aerotolerant microbes. Common laboratory practices to amel
rate such changes rely on prompt freezing of samples or dispersion in nuclease-inhibiting reagents. As many
the microbial enzymes associated with nuclease activity and bacterial proliferation are hydrolases, prompt d
siccation of samples oﬀers an attractive alternative to freezing and liquid reagents for ﬁeld collection of samp
in remote areas. Herein, we evaluated the utility of a portable desiccant chamber with a rechargeable cartrid
for preservation of equine fecal samples for downstream microbial proﬁling via 16S rRNA amplicon sequencin
Controls included matched samples promptly frozen at −80 °C or left at room temperature for an equivale
period of time. While samples held at room temperature showed a signiﬁcant reduction in richness and p
liferation of several facultative anaerobes, desiccated samples showed minimal change from promptly froz
samples, with the exception of increased abundance of Acinetobacter spp. in desiccated samples relative to froz
Fig. 2. Bar charts showing mean ( ± SEM) number of operational taxonomic units (OTUs) (A), Shannon diversity index (B), and Simpson diversity index (C) in 16 freshly evacuated
samples. The data support the utility of portable desiccant chambers for the preservation of microbial ﬁ
equine fecal samples desiccated in the DriBank device, maintained at −80 °C until processing (Frozen), or kept at room temperature for 24 h (RT). Bars indicate signiﬁcant diﬀerences
samples intended for downstream sequencing approaches.
between groups based on one-way repeated measures ANOVA.
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A B S T R A C T
• Stabilizing
solutions must be washed away before sequencing

R T I C L E I N F O

While recent advances in culture-independent sequencing approaches have revitalized the ﬁeld of microbiology,
rapid collection and preservation of microbial DNA in samples like feces is critical to avoid degradation of target
DNA via nuclease activity and proliferation of aerotolerant microbes. Common laboratory practices to ameliorate such changes rely on prompt freezing of samples or dispersion in nuclease-inhibiting reagents. As many of
the microbial enzymes associated with nuclease activity and bacterial proliferation are hydrolases, prompt desiccation of samples oﬀers an attractive alternative to freezing and liquid reagents for ﬁeld collection of samples
in remote areas. Herein, we evaluated the utility of a portable desiccant chamber with a rechargeable cartridge,
for preservation of equine fecal samples for downstream microbial proﬁling via 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing.
Controls included matched samples promptly frozen at −80 °C or left at room temperature for an equivalent
period of time. While samples held at room temperature showed a signiﬁcant reduction in richness and proliferation of several facultative anaerobes, desiccated samples showed minimal change from promptly frozen
samples, with the exception of increased abundance of Acinetobacter spp. in desiccated samples relative to frozen
Fig. 2. Bar charts showing mean ( ± SEM) number of operational taxonomic units (OTUs) (A), Shannon diversity index (B), and Simpson diversity index (C) in 16 freshly evacuated
samples. The data support the utility of portable desiccant chambers for the preservation of microbial ﬁeld
equine fecal samples desiccated in the DriBank device, maintained at −80 °C until processing (Frozen), or kept at room temperature for 24 h (RT). Bars indicate signiﬁcant diﬀerences
samples intended for downstream sequencing approaches.
between groups based on one-way repeated measures ANOVA.
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Introduction

• Saver cards must be eluted to remove target biomolecules
• Frozen samples must be thawed to a workable temperature

The reusable Dri•Bank® System makes sample prep
easy and is compatible with modern molecular methods

into a lysis buﬀer containing nuclease inhibitors (requiring the transport of bulky liquid materials for appropriate sample preservation) or
freeze the samples promptly following collection.
During the last 15 years, the ﬁeld of microbiology has experienced a
DNA is degraded by several classes of endo- and exonuclease, with
aissance, owing to the development of culture-independent molevarying aﬃnities for single- or double-stranded nucleic acids and a wide
ar methods of characterizing microbial communities. One of the
range of sequence speciﬁcities. That said, the International Union of
st readily available methods exploits characteristics of the partially
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology classiﬁes the vast majority of these
served bacterial and archaeal 16S rRNA gene, encoding the small
TECHNICAL
Aenzymes
RTICLE as hydrolases (EC 3.1), requiring the availability of water for
osomal subunit, to identify and quantify multiple members
of highly
the hydrolytic cleavage of the phosphodiester bonds between nucleic
mplex microbial populations. Such methods have been widely emacid monomers. Thus, rapid desiccation of samples represents an atyed to investigate diverse bacterial ecosystems ranging from the
tractive means of inhibiting degradation of microbial DNA following
man gut microbiota (GM) to extremophile communities in deep-sea
ﬁeld collection of anaerobic samples intended for next-generation sets. These methods have also provided highly compelling data genquencing. The following study, performed using fecal samples collected
ted from environmental and host-associated samples collected from
from 16 horses of various ages and breeds, was designed to assess the
s necessitating ﬁeld preservation of samples. Notably, host-assopreservation of microbial community structure in rapidly desiccated
ed GM samples are dominated by obligately anaerobic organisms,
samples. Freshly evacuated samples were divided into three portions
ny of which will not survive exposure to ambient oxygen.
and either promptly placed in a −80 °C freezer (the current gold
thermore, fecal material often contains considerable nuclease acstandard for preservation of microbial DNA), or placed in the DriBank
ty such that any DNA released form dead or lysed bacteria will begin
Theodore R. Sadler, PhD* and Ani C. Khodavirdi, PhDw
desiccant system for 24 or 72 h at room temperature and then transdegrade rather rapidly. To obviate these factors capable of skewing
ferred to a −80! °C freezer. To serve as a control and determine the
wnstream results, researchers typically either place samples directly

1 High-quality RNA Extracted From Biopsied Samples

2

Dehydrated and Stored Dried at Room Temperature
Without Chemical Preservation for up to 3 Months
as Evidenced by RT-PCR Results

Sadler and Khodavirdi
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with stabilizing agents or chemical fixatives such as

Abstract: Handling and maintenance of biological tissues for
formaldehyde,5 which ironically renders it damaged bebbreviations: OTU, operational taxonomic unit; PCoA, principal coordinate analysis
nucleic acid and/or protein analysis has long been a challenge
cause of cross-links and other structural alterations.5–8
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temperature if not preserved
or processed. Structural damage
meaningful gene expression profiles from RNA preserved
and compromised integrity of aforementioned biomolecules
with such chemicals.6,7,9,10
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subsequent to preservation have also posed diﬃculties in their
The negative impact of commonly used preservatives
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fixative agents on essential biomolecules such as nucleic
nonfixative methods with the capability to store at room temacids and proteins has been the primary driver for develperature have been of growing interest. Our previous pubopment of technologies employing alternative storage
lication exploring preservation of proteins by desiccation
of nonfixed biological specimens at room temperchallenged the convention of their unstable nature. Herein, we
ature.2,3,5,7,9–12 Other potential benefits of such technologies
report the results of quantitative and qualitative analyses of
include reduction in exposure to toxic and/or carcinogenic
RNA from tissue samples that were desiccated and stored at
chemicals, elimination of expensive refrigeration systems,
room temperature for up to 3 months. Our results indicate that
reduction in cost and waste generation/disposal, and reviable RNA can be obtained from dehydrated ex vivo tissue
duction in overall environmental impact.6,9,10 Consamples that have been stored at room temperature.
sequently, the concept of anhydrobiosis, which is an

ametabolic state exemplified by desiccation, has become
an area of great interest and focus because of its central role
in nonfixative, room temperature storage.6–8,13
During cellular desiccation (elimination of water) as
observed in simple unicellular organisms, specialized carbohydrates are synthesized to first stabilize intracellular
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* - cost comparison based on cold-chain practices utilizing either dry ice shipment or conventional -80˚C refrigeration system.
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